
Feel the amazing experience

SUMMER 
IN LIVIGNO



Want to make your wishes come true? 
In Livigno you just need to ask.
We offer mountain biking, hiking, altitude 
training, golf, a lake, not to mention shopping
in the town centre or letting off steam at the 
Aquagranda sport and wellness centre.
Share the magic of our valley with other sport 
and mountain enthusiasts, or simply bring
your family and take a long wander through 
one of our beautiful forests. The options are 
endless. Welcome to “Little Tibet”, where 
your dreams become a nature-filled reality.

MAKE THE 
MOUNTAIN 
YOURS

Azienda di Promozione e Sviluppo Turistico di Livigno
Plaza Plachéda / via Saroch 1098 / 23030 Livigno (SO) / Italia
Tel +39 0342 977800 / Fax +39 0342 977829
info@livigno.eu / Skype® livigno.feel.the.alps

livigno.eu



BIKE

Explore 3,200 km of breathtakingly 
scenic GPS-mapped trails for both 
beginners and experts. Head to the 
13 downhill trails at the Mottolino 
Bike Park for a pure adrenalin hit, 
or the Carosello 3000 Mountain 
Park to try out the new flow trails 
devised by MTB legend Hans Rey.
Fun on two wheels in Livigno knows 
nobounds, whatever your passion, 
cross country, downhill, flow country, 
freeride, enduro, the list goes on… 
Or why not try a trail using a new 
electric or fat bike?

We have some exciting news to share! 
Stay at the Bike Hotels&Apartments 
between 9-23 June or 15 September- 
30 September and enjoy a FREE BIKE 
PASS: an unmissable opportunity to 
mountain bike free in Livigno.



LAKE GOLF

The lake of Livigno, which  mirrors 
our breathtaking mountains, will let 
you experience the thrill of water 
sports or the relaxation of a leisurely 
canoe or paddle boat trip enjoying 
the sunshine and the bracing air.

Unique in the Alps, the structure of 
Livigno aims to bring people closer 
to golf and to become an important 
training tool. The Golf Training Area 
offers the opportunity to train on 
an area of 10,000 square meters 
composed by a pitch and putt area, 
a driving range of 250 mt and three 
greens with various difficulties.



 

ALTITUDE 
TRAINING

NORDIC 
WALKING

Training at altitude or simply taking 
in the wonders of nature at your 
own pace is the perfect way to 
improve your physical abilities.
That’s why we’re the preferred 
destination for athletes and sporting 
federations across the world. 
Whether you enjoy trail running,
skyrunning, triathlons or roller 
skiing, at 1,816 metres you can be 
sure to find that natural high while 
training. Or head to the Aquagranda 
Fitness&Pool for a 25-metre pool 
and state-of-the-art Techogym 
equipment with for all your indoor 
altitude training needs. Livigno is 
also the perfect place for road cycling.

Nordic Walking provides an easy, 
natural and very effective way to 
improve your physical condition and 
muscle tone regardless of age, sex 
or physical preparation. It is good for 
the heart and posture.



FAMILY

Whether it’s smugglers’ paths through 
enchanted forests, crystal-clear waters 
in the Lake of Livigno, alpine pastures 
and stables, history and tradition at 
MUS!, the Livigno and Trepalle museum, 
tree-top adventure at the Larix Park 
or slides at Aquagranda Slide&Fun, 
“discovery” is the magic word. Livigno is 
full of activities for all the family - enjoy 
the adventure!

Every holiday here is child and family
friendly. Find a host of activities tailo-
red to your smallest family members, 
such as “Family Week Kids Go Free”, 
a week for families with children un-
der 12 in summer and winter. Or why 
not try the Livigno Active Summer 
Card to access countless benefits such 
as family - friendly walks, Waterfun 
Kids at Aquagranda, the Kinder Club 
Lupigno, the Bike Skill Centre, eve-
ning events, cooking classes and many 
more? And don’t forget...in Livigno 
there are 14 Family Hotels&Apart-
ments, with special services for kids. 



SHOPPING FOOD & 
DRINK

Did you already know that Livigno is 
a huge outdoor shopping mall with
250 duty-free shops? Unleash your 
desires and satisfy your fancy with 
shopping in mono-brand boutiques 
or getting the most exclusive inter-
national brands: clothing, accessories, 
wines and spirits, tobacco, perfumes, 
high-tech equipment. A new way of 
shopping totally different from the 
typical and boring malls. Getting the 
best price is always trendy!

Discover unforgettable gastronomic 
traditions and unique dishes–the 
higher you go, the more authentic 
and tasty the food. Explore a wide 
range of truly exquisite products and 
recipes in Livigno, from milk straight 
from the cow to make delicious che-
eses, to treasures of the forest such 
as mushrooms and game. “Ci bon!”*

*(“Delicious!” in the local dialect)



You are always welcome at Livigno’s 
aquatic centre, one of the highest in 
Europe and an unforgettable expe-
rience every time. Spend your day 
relaxing, working out or just having 
fun! There are four themed areas and 
many new features this year.

FITNESS&POOL
Training at altitude is the best way to
improve your performance and 
achieve that “natural high”, espe-
cially whenyou have state-of-the-art 
Technogym equipment, classes with 
qualified personnel and a 25-metre 
pool all at your fingertips.

HEALTH&BEAUTY
Find everything you need to give
yourbody the treat it deserves. 
Our professionals work from their 
own premises and are at your dispo-
sal, whether you need hair stylists, 
nail technicians, beauticians, 
physiotherapists, or medical practi-
tioners specialising in beauty and 
nutrition. You could also try a special 
treatment such as halotherapy 
or aerosol therapy.

SLIDE&FUN
Our Magic Castle features water 
sprays, toys and games for little ones 
and a baby pool for 0-3 year olds. 
Now we also have three new slides: 
“Active Blue”, 75 metres of pure 
adrenalin, “Bazooka”, with a 
5-metre free fall, and “Crazy River”, 
a 100-metre ride on a single or dou-
ble rubber ring. Meanwhile mums and 
dads can take some time out while 
the kids are catered for at our water 
crèche services and children’s ball pool.

WELLNESS&RELAX
Unwind in an oasis of peace and
tranquillity. Saunas, steam rooms,
salt water treatments, Turkish baths,
hydro-massage beds, water therapy,
treatment and massage areas and a
wellness bar all await you to offer the
relaxation that you deserve!



MUS! Museum of Livigno and Trepalle 
attempt is to witnesses the spirit of 
adaptation and art of getting-by, 
developed over the centuries by the 
inhabitants of Livigno and Trepalle. 
Attempt after attempt they managed 
to find a fragile equilibrium under 
the harshest conditions of isolation, 
and the result of all these efforts is a 
town with a language, traditions, food 
and clothing unlike any their surroun-
ding town at a lower altitude.
Livigno is today a place where tradi-
tion and innovation combine. With 
wealth, progress and tourism, “get-
ting by” is no longer necessary and 
surviving through the cold winters is 
no longer a problem.

Located in an ancient house, the mu-
seum offers innovative tours to help 
tourists and locals alike to better un-
derstand this town history along with 
the energy and dynamics that led to 
the current present. “History” is not 
so far away, it is also what happened 
only yesterday and is likely to be 
more easily forgotten.



LIVIGNO ACTIVE 
SUMMER CARD 

MY LIVIGNO
#livigno

YOUR HOLIDAY JUST 
ONE TOUCH AWAY!

Download 
MYLIVIGNO app

Have an active holiday with 
your Livigno Card, sport 
activities, excursions, delicious 
moments between tradition and 
local food with night events! 
Don’t miss the proposal of 
Aquagranda Active You with 
its new area Fitness&Pool, 
Wellness&Relax and Slide&Fun!

S U M M E R

Ask for your Livigno Card 
at the partecipating hotels 

and apartments or buy it 
at the Tourist Office.



ACTIVE

Aquagranda Fitness&Pool 

Indulge yourself with a dip in 
the 25 meters pool or keep 
yourself in shape in the 350 
sq.m. fitness room.

FITNESS&POOL

Sport Climbing  
    
For all climbers who want 
to have fun on a climbing 
tower, it’s possible to enjoy 
the climbing tower with 
varying difficult levels.

Larix Park

An adventure park where 
kids, adults and families can 
immerse themselves in na-
ture having fun together on 
courses suitable for all ages 
and with different 
levels of difficulty.

Golf Training Area

A new Golf Training Area 
to practice dynamic golf on 
a limited area with 3 green, 
each reached by three 
different tees.

Nordic Walking 

The outdoors is good for 
both the heart and circula-
tion, it strengthens the arms 
and shoulders, improves 
your posture and is perfect 
to tone abs and glutes.

Fishing for everyone
 
Our local fishermen will 
offer adults and children 
an unforgettable fishing 
experience revealing them 
tips and tricks of this 
enjoyable activity.

Kayak in Livigno Lake
 
Kayaks were originally deve-
loped by the Inuit used like 
boat to hunt, today is one of 
the practices on the water 
that fascinates and impresses.

Aquagranda Slide&Fun

Pure fun for adults and 
children in the pool with 
new water slides.

Guided excursions with 
MTB guide

To discover the best trails 
of Livigno or Alta Rezia, 
don’t miss the occasion to 
take part to the excursions 
organized by the expert 
Mtb Guides. 

Road Bike 

Livigno is the ideal resort 
for road bike, it’s not a 
coincidence that many pro-
fessional teams crowd the 
streets of  Little Tibet for 
summer training. Livigno 
is both the ideal starting 
area and point of arrival for 
unforgettable tours.

Excursions with mountain 
guides

Fun, excitement, colours and 
always new and different 
environments: venturing, 
family walks, geaocaching 
and much more!  

BIKE HIKING & TREKKING 



Guided tour to the dairy 

Learn about products such 
as milk, yogurt, cheese of 
Livigno Dairy and conclude 
tasting a few of these.

Tour to the brewery 

Discovering Europe’s 
highest brewery and the 
different types of beer.

Visit to the farm

A particular moment 
to learn about the 
farm activities.

Mus museum of Livigno 
and Trepalle

It’s possible to see the 
objects of the past placed 
in faithful reconstructions 
of domestic rooms.

Aquagranda 
Wellness&Relax  

A completely new area 
designed for the care of 
body and mind, saunas,
steam baths, relaxation 
areas and more.

RELAX PARTNER

Ascent to the top Motto-
lino and Carosello 3000  

Lift for walking around 
breathtaking views or 
just to enjoy a lunch at 
high altitude. 

NATURE & TASTE

Kindergarten Lupigno

An area completely dedi-
cated to children where to 
play, boost creativity and 
find new friends!

Bike Skill Center
 
The Bike Skill Center is the 
ideal place, for kids at any 
age, to get the right confi-
dence and learn new techni-
ques with mountain bikes.

Education workshops for 
the whole family

Free proposals that offer 
families the opportunity to 
spend time together.

Waterfun Kids
Aquagranda Active You!

Children will enjoy an 
afternoon full of fun in the 
Slide&Fun area and its pool. 
Children from 4 to 12 years 
can have fun together with 
our experienced staff. 
Water plays, exercise and 
lots of fun.

MTB Group lessons for 
children 
 
An easy and creative way to 
get in touch with mtb, out-
doors and with new friends.

FAMILY

Easy Walk for everyone 

Short walks organized by 
the Alpine Guides for those 
who want to share nature 
with family.



Feel the amazing experience

SUMMER 
IN LIVIGNO
ACTIVE
WINTER Feel the amazing experience



ACTIVE

Ski race Scuola Sci 
Centrale   

A true race for all guests, a 
chance to show their ability.

Snowshoes excursions 

Easy hikes in the woods, 
in the winter silence, away 
from the village in order to 
admire the nature.

Cross country  

Daily course to get familiar 
with nordic skiing.

Fat Bike excursion

Fat Bikes bring you where 
MTB can’t, whit the guides 
you can experience the thrill 
of riding on the snow!

Ice climbing 

Try to climb on a 17 
meters ice tower.

Ski touring with mountain 
guides 

Excursions in the mountains 
on the skis and enjoy the 
off-piste descents.

Freeride with mountain 
guides

Day for lovers of the pow-
der and the first experien-
ces in off-piste. 

Aquagranda Fitness&Pool 

Indulge yourself with a dip in 
the 25 meters pool or keep 
yourself in shape in the 350 
sq.m. fitness room.

Paragliding Livigno 

The thrill of paragliding in 
the sky of Livigno, taking 
off from the slopes with skis 
on the feet.

Aquagranda Slide&Fun 

Pure fun for adults and 
children in the pool with 
new water slides.

Snowmobile, Ice-Kart and 
Quad

Fun is guaranteed driving 
a snowmobile, a quad or 
an Ice-Kart.

FUN

Panoramic flight in 
helicopter 

Enjoy a unique view from 
the helicopter and admire 
the landscape from a 
privileged position.

Safe driving courses and 
drive on ice

A thrill drive experience 
and learning techniques for 
driving on in conditions of 
poor grip.

FITNESS&POOL



FAMILY

Kindergarten Lupigno 

A safe place where play 
and have fun on the snow 
learning together with 
the instructors.

Magic Ski School 
Sci Azzurra

Collective course, pure 
fun with an instructor. 

Children will enjoy an after-
noon full of fun in the Sli-
de&Fun area and its pool. 
Children from 4 to 12 years 

Ascent to the top Mottoli-
no and Carosello 3000 

Lift with or without skis even 
for enjoy a lunch at high alti-
tude, with breathtaking views 
and delicious Alpine flavors.

Aquagranda 
Wellness&Relax 

A completely new area 
designed for the care of 
body and mind, saunas, 
steam baths, relaxation 
areas and more.

Guided tour to the dairy

Learn about products such 
as milk, yogurt, cheese of 
Livigno Dairy and conclude 
tasting a few of these.

Tour to the brewery  

Discovering Europe’s 
highest brewery and the 
different types of beer.

Visit to the farm

A particular moment 
to learn about the 
farm activities.

Mus museum of Livigno     
and Trepalle

It’s possible to see the 
objects of the past placed 
in faithful reconstructions 
of domestic rooms.

NATURE&TASTE

RELAX PARTNER

Waterfun Kids Aquagranda Active You! 

can have fun together 
with our experienced staff. 
Water plays, exercise and 
lots of fun.



LIVIGNO ACTIVE 
WINTER CARD 

MY LIVIGNO
#livigno

YOUR HOLIDAY JUST 
ONE TOUCH AWAY

Download 
MYLIVIGNO app

W I N T E R

Have an active holiday with 
your Livigno Card! Discover 
all the opportunities which 
offers you Livigno during the 
winter: different kind of sports 
activities, full emoction for 
and with whole family! For 
those who prefers typical taste, 
delicious moments between 
tradition and local food. 
Don’t forget the opening of 
Aquagranda Active You with 
its new areas Fitness&Pool, 
Wellness&Relax and Slide&Fun!

Ask for your Livigno Card 
at the partecipating hotels 

and apartments or buy it 
at the Tourist Office.



NORDIC
SKI

30 km of  cross-country ski trails
that thanks to artificial snow are 
constantly beats from the earliest 
snowfall. Easier and more technical 
sections, spread across the valley 
where the sun never ceases to shine. 
There is also the opportunity to 
practice biathlon.



FAT BIKE

What are Fat Bikes? 
Are bikes with big wheels that 
allows you to ride in total peace on 
lands and trails covered by snow. 
Fat Bikes bring you where MTB 
can’t! Experience the thrill of a 
descent surrounded by white, or a 
quieter ride, those who love biking, 
love all year long!



SNOWSHOES

It’s hiking in winter version. 
This special kind of shoes were used 
by the inhabitants to move around 
during the cold season. The snow-
shoes helped them getting in the 
woods and valleys that in winter seem 
to fall into an apparent slumber, and 
providing a glimpse into the lives of 
numerous animals.

SKI 
TOURING

There are a great variety of routes 
allowing everyone to chart their 
own skiing trips suited to their abili-
ties: from climbs lasting a couple 
of hours to trails on the glaciers la-
sting several days. Many of the peaks 
are reachable, but in all cases we 
recommend the accompaniment of 
a mountain guide.



FREERIDE

Complete immersion in the snow, 
along winding trails and down steep 
slopes, through ditches and gullies in 
absolute freedom. This is the meaning 
of freeriding, the latest skiing trend 
in Livigno, an experience not be 
missed! The best way to enter a 
world of fresh and immaculate snow, 
ready to be traced through slopes, 
canals and woods.

HELISKI       

If you wish to reach the best virgin 
slopes away from the normal freeride 
routes, there’s also the option of get-
ting there on a fascinating helicopter 
flight. Around Livigno and the Alta 
Valtellina valley, there are numerous 
ways of fulfilling the expectations of 
freeride skiing enthusiasts. 
The heliski to reach inaccessible and 
wonderful spots in the company of our 
expert guides is ideal for enjoying the 
snow at its maximum energy.



ALPINE SKI 
AND 
SNOWBOARD

Welcome to “Snow Heaven“, 
where the winter is always white. 
Let yourself be conquered by the 
rolling slopes, the pristine nature 
and the mountain sunshine. 
Discover the beauty of the Alps 
and of an unrivalled ski resort.
Livigno: a paradise for skiing!
And the less experienced can always 
count on as many as 150 teachers 
including some ex-athletes and 
national instructors and 8 ski schools 
with services dedicated to children 
and to people with disabilities.

Discover the Skipass Free promo-
tion from 01 to 22 December 2017 
and from 07 Aprile to 01 May 2018, 
stay in one of the ski pass-affiliated 
apartments or hotels and you’ll get 
your ski pass for free.



Azienda di Promozione e Sviluppo Turistico di Livigno 
Plaza Plachéda / via Saroch 1098 / 23030 Livigno (SO) / Italia
Tel +39 0342 977800 / Fax +39 0342 977829
info@livigno.eu / Skype® livigno.feel.the.alps

livigno.eu

Winter in Livigno lasts longer!!
A pristine mantle of snow covers the entire 
valley – a spellbinding and irresistible feast for 
the eyes and a huge draw for winter lovers all 
over the world. Ski day or night, snowboard, 
cross-country, freeride, heli-ski, Telemark, 
alpine ski, snow shoe or ride a fat bike, all in 
Italy’s best snow park. It’s the perfect season 
and the perfect place to try all your favourite 
activities: the possibilities are endless.

LONGER, 
HIGHER, 
WHITER



AC T I VE
WINTER
Feel the amazing experience


